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atone. Farther south similar deposits appear in Bani Jafnan
Abu Khashba (exposed in a cliff), and along the route from Shanna
to Abu Muhairat.
At a few localities the gypseous masses consist of aggregates of
crystals of a very flat habit and roughly circular in plan. These
were found in the cliff at Jaub Ba'aij, at Umm al Nussi and at the
well of Hafair.
Tubular concretionary forms occur at many localities and are
probably formed round plant roots or stems like those of oalcite
described above; in fact many of them do consist in part of
calcium carbonate. The interior wall of these tubes is often
lined with white powdery gypsum, like that which often coats the
surface of the ' gypseous tufa.'
In addition to these surface * tufas ' and concretions, Mr. Philby
found at many localities crystals of gypsum filled with quartz
grains which they have enclosed as they grew in the moist sand.1
They are familiar to visitors to Touggourt in Algeria as e desert
roses/ the crystals being pinkish buff in colour, roughly hexagonal
in outline and flat lenticular in cross section. Most of the Algerian
specimens occur in groups and clusters, but those found by Mr.
Philby at Judairat are single loose crystals about 8 cm. in
diameter.
The crystals found at other localities are of a different shape.
These are more like the common habit of gypsum crystals with the
clinopinacoid (010) and the pyramids (111) well developed, but
the prisms and orthodomes are represented only by cavernous
rough hollows. Some of these exceed 10 cm. in length. Occasion-
ally twin-crystals of the well-known swallow-tail habit are found,
Smaller crystals are often better formed and have rough prism
faces still preserved.
Crystals of these kinds were found at 'Ain Sala, Manifa, Ziqirt,
Mamura, Turaiwa, and Bir ibn Suwailim.
The smaller crystals often occur in groups, pink or drab in
colour. In these the sand is so thick, and projects from the surfaces
to such an extent, that they appear to be built up wholly of quartz
grains, and the gypsum which gives to the aggregate its form is
almost undetected even by a lens. Sometimes the sand grains
become too much for the gypsum and the underlying crystal-
form is then quite obscured.
Gypsum in its other forms, clear colourless plates known as
seleuite and white compact alabaster, was found only in the clay
quarries near Hufuf and (the alabaster) at Jaub Judairat and in
1 In their manner of grcwth these resemble the sand-filled caloite crystals
of Eon-terineblea-u, which often contain from 60 to 80 per cent, of sand.

